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GOP win
scored
in mock
election

Dukakis
speaks
at plant
by Beth Thomas

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

editor

TOLEDO - Recalling that
John Kennedy won the 1960
5residential election by less
■an one vote per precinct, Democratic presidential nominee
Michael Dukakis urged area
Democrats Tuesday to campaign vigorously for their party.
The Massachusetts governor
made a campaign stop in Toledo
yesterday afternoon, speaking
to about 400 supporters at Toledo
Express Airport before touring
the Chrysler Jeep Plant.
He said Ohio is very important
for a Democratic victory, just as
it was to Kennedy 28 years ago.
"Jack Kennedy always said
that if he'd just been able to
spend more time in Ohio, they
would have won here," Dukakis
said.
"The stakes are very, very
high and the race is very, very
close," he said. "These next five
weeks will be the most important of this campaign."
He said he toured the plant because it is a success story in
American industry.
"What you're doing here is
what I want to do as president of
the United States all over America," he told plant workers, who
recently have expanded production and added more than 500
new iobs to the facility.
'"rtiis nation didn't become
the greatest nation in the world
because we were satisfied with
the status quo," Dukakis said.
"That Jeep plant isn't doing
what it's doing today because
they were satisifed with the status quo. They went to work.
That s what America's all
about."
He promised better jobs with
higher wages if he is elected.

University students supported
the George Bush - Dan Quayle
ticket nearly 2-1 in yesterday's
Undergraduate Student
Government mock elections.
In addition, the Republican
ticket earned a clean victory by
pulling in 60percent of the votes
tor U.S. Senator candidate
George Voinovich.

Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis. Democratic presidential candidate,
spoke to workers at the Jeep plant in Toledo Monday afternoon. Dukakis

BG News/Paul Vernon
was in Toledo on a campaign stop and said he visited the plant because it
is a successful American industrial enterprise.

Toledo visit sparks reactions
by Greg Connel
managing editor

TOLEDO — Behind what
most of the nation saw of Democratic presidential nominee
Michael Dukakis' visit to
Toledo Tuesday, was a group
of supporters —both young and
old — crucial for a Dukakis
victory in November.
Several Dukakis supporters,
who started to fill the area in
front of a makeshift stage on
the runway at Toledo Express
D See Speech, page 7. Airport an hour before his 2

p.m. arrival, brought their
children and grandchildren to
hear the speech.
Barb Cichner of Toledo armed her daughters Ashley, 7,
and Whitney, 5, with signs
reading "Kids are people too,
we need you," and "Dear
Mike, I'm five. Please keep my
home, water and air safe.
Jill Novotny, granddaughter
of Sharon Ritter, carried a sign
saying: "I'm only 5. Will I be
alive at 55?"
Novotny, who admitted she
is actually 4-and-a-half, said
she was there to see "Duka

kis...he's the Democrat."
Asked why Dukakis was
visiting the Glass City, Novotny said "He's voting."

played. The song's theme, arriving in America was an apparent reference to Dukakis'
Greek immigrant parents.

As the crowd of about 400
supporters waited for Dukakis,
they listened to the Rogers
High School marching band
and applauded four fighter
planes which scrambled at
1:33 p.m. to escort the nominee's jet to the airport.
Dukakis' plane arrived at 2
p.m., and the nominee took the
stage as a tape of Neil Diamond's "America" was

Beginning his speech by saying All I need now are two
things — a hot dog from Tony
Packo's and a trumpet," while
pointing to the band, the candidate focused on higher wages,
health insurance and attacking
the Bush/Quayle ticket.
However, appealing to the
local crowd, Dukakis said he
a See Dukakis, page 5.

Republican Paul Gillmor also
lead the race for the 5th District
House of Representatives seat,
beating Democrat Tom Murray
620 votes to 224.
There were 606 students out of
933 total who voted for the
Bush/Quayle ticket.
For the Democratic party, the
Michael Dukakis and Lloyd
Bentsen fell behind the
Bush/Quayle ticket, pulling in
327 votes, 35.05 percent of the
total voters in that category.
Howard Metzenbaum, Democratic incumbant, was soundly
defeated by the mock-election
voters in his bid for the Ohio's
U.S. Senate seat, earning only
360 votes from 902 total votes.
"I think people have strong
concerns,
Tim Peterson,
president of USG said Tuesday
evening. "It is quite evident we
owe a lot of thanks participationwise to the Campus Democrats
and College Republicans."
Peterson said students were
able to cast mock votes with
USG and obtain information on
the candidates from the student
political organizations, Campus
Democrats and College Republicans.
David Robinson, a representative of College Republicans, said
there was "some intra-party
voting and a group that supported Dukakis, Voinovich and Murray evolved."
C See Mock, page 7.

Former airport Developer, city residents talk
head charged
by Scott R. Whitehead
city reporter

CLEVELAND (AP) — The man formerly in charge of Cleveland
Hopkins International Airport has been charged with illegally disposing of hazardous waste, it was announced Tuesday.
William N. Bogas was charged in connection with the clandestine
burial of 148 barrels of toxic chemicals at the airport earlier this
year, said acting U.S. Attorney William J. Edwards.
The federal prosecutor also said in a prepared statement that a
federal grand jury has indicted Bogas, who retired during the summer, on one count of failing to notify the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency about release of a hazardous chemical into the environment and three counts of making false statements to the Ohio
EPA.
Failure to notify the government of a chemical release carries a
maximum penalty of three years in prison and a $250,000 fine. The
charge of illegally disposing hazardous waste and each count of the
false statements charge carry maximum penalties of five years in
prison and a $250,000 fine.
Reached by telephone at his home in Seven Hills, Bogas, 61, said
he would not comment until he knew the details of the charges.
The indictment says that in March of this year, Bogas was involved in the burial of 148 55-gallon drums which contained chemical
wastes including toluene and xylene. The drums were buried in an
unlined pit south of an airport runway. Toluene and xylene, which
are solvents, are listed by the federal government as toxic wastes,
and their disposal is strictly regulated.
Edwards said that as part of their burial, the barrels were crushed
by a bulldozer, allowing most of their contents to be released.
U.S. EPA spokeswoman Anne Rowan said federal regulations say
toluene and xylene must be incinerated or recycled and may not be
dumped because they tend to leak from landfills and can contaminate the water supply.
The two chemicals are highly flammable and their fumes will irritate the eyes and skin, Ms. Rowan said. Toluene is toxic if it is consumed in sufficient quantities, she said.

Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at Toledo Express Airport, today's
weather forecast calls
for mostly cloudy and
cool temperatures
with a 50 percent
chance of scattered
showers. Highs between 45 and 50 degrees are expected.
Variable cloudiness
with a 30 percent
chance of rain, possibly mixed with
sleet or snow Wednesday night.

Industries introduced a plan to
develop a 115-unit apartment
complex on an extension of Mercer Road.

Concerns about safety, ecoTim Greene, an agent for Carlogy, city zoning, and under- dinal Industries, presented a
graduate housing needs were compromised proposal to Ward
raised at a meeting Tuesday 2 Councilman Jeff Gordon and a
night between Cardinal In- dozen Ward 2 residents.
dustries Inc. and city residents
at the Holiday bin.
Greene said he currently has
The meeting was a response to
issues raised at the Sept. 7 City rights to purchase the 40 acres of
Council meeting when Cardinal land where the complex would

be built. The only obstacle, ac- Planning Commission will vote
cording to Greene, is that the on whether to rezone the area.
Gordon said he expects
land is currently zoned as R-2,
single-family residential. Before around 300 of his constituents to
attend the meeting to hear the
the apartments could be built, new plan.
the land would have to be rezoned as S-l, planned residenIn Cardinal Industries' new
tial.
proposal, at least 20 acres of the
40 acres would be dedicated U
Tonight a second meetiiig will the citv as an appeasement.
take place in the city high school
cafeteria to discuss the issue. At
i_: See Apartments, page 7.
the close of the meeting, the City

Water nitrate level hits new low
by Scott R. Whitehead

city raporter
The nitrate level of Bowling Green's water
is at its lowest point in years, according to
officials at the water treatment plant in
Waterville.
Ron Merrill, plant superintendent, said
the nitrate level in the city's water is typically higher in the spring due to agricultural
runoff.
The higher level is dangerous for infants
and pregnant women, he said.
"When the nitrate level is over 10 milliSams per liter, there is a health risk to chilen under the age of five months," he said.
"The nitrates affect their lungs and make it

difficult for them to pass oxygen into the
blood stream."
Merrill said there is also a health concern
for pregnant women when the nitrate level is
high.
However, Merrill said there are currently
few contaminants of any type in the city's
drinking water.
"The water right now is about as good as it
has been in a long time," he said. "The nitrates have been really low all summer."
Merrill acknowledged there was one problem during the summer which is now beginning to dissipate.
"For a while the algae level was a little
high. This caused a problem with taste and
odor, but the algae is down now," he said.
The primary reason for the low contami-

nant level of the water can be traced to the
drought which plagued the country this
summer, Merrill said.
"You'll notice the ditches are really dry
right now. That's from this summer. There
was just very little runoff from the fields due
to the drought," he said.
He said the city's water supply is not 100
Krcent pure because federal and state reguions require a few additives.
The state requires the treatment plant to
add fluoride in the form of one part per million while federal regulations require chlorine and caustic soda to be added for other
purposes, he said.
D See Water, page 5.

News in Brief
Student Appreciation Day
intormation deadline
extended to Monday
The deadline for organizations to submit information to be included in the University Athletic
Department and BG News co-sponsored Student
Appreciation Day has been extended to Monday,
Oct. 10.
The initial deadline was Oct. 6 but has been extended to enable additional organizations a chance
to participate.

All organizations should have received forms in
their mailboxes detailing the information. Additional forms are available in the BG News office,
210 West Hall or from the Athletic Department and
should be received by the Athletic Department by
Oct. 10.
The day, the first University event of its kind,
will feature free student admission to the Oct. 22
Bowling Green versus Youngstown State University football game, offer all students a free hot dog
and soft drinks and provide recognition for campus organizations.
During halftime at the game, gifts from several
local merchants will be raffled off, as well as a trip

to Florida. Residence halls and Greek living units
will also have a chance at winning tailgate parties
based on the percentage of attendance for each.
A food drive will also be conducted during the
day, with each student being asked — but not required — to bring a canned or boxed food item to
the game.
The food drive is being supported Kroger's and
Churchills. All collected food will be donated to the
Bowling Green Jaycees for a "Christmas Elves"
program which prepares food packages for needy
families during the holidays.
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USG deserves praise
for election turnout
It's a rare piece of good news when an election
at the University has a solid turnout.
With 186 students voting in the Undergraduate
Student Government elections last month, and 75
voting in the same poll last year, counting nearly
1,000 Dallots in the USG mock election yesterday
must have been a gratif ing experience.
A respectable percentage of the student body
took the time to offer their opinons on the presidential, the U.S. senate, and the 5th District House
of Representative races.
George Bush defeated Michael Dukakis, George
Voinovich won over incumbent Howard Metzenbaum, and Paul Gillmor bested Tom Murray in a
Republican sweep of the poll.
Although it carries no real power, the mock election is an excellent indicator of University student's
opinions and may increase interest in the official
elections Nov. 8.
At a time when the number of eligible voters who
go to the polls nationally is declining, this type of
effort is commendable.
Especially since the mock election was organized
by students here, and of 39 other universities contacted, only three others expressed interest in the
idea.
Although a turnout of 1,000 students for the Nov. 8
election or an official USG election would be dissappointing, considering the straw-poll nature of
this event Both its organizers and the student body
deserve a round of applause.

Watch the debate
It may not have the hype of a Tyson-Spinks
fight, but the results from the vice presidential debate may be the knock-out punch needed
to capture the prize — a ticket to the White House.
Tonight, vice presidential nominees Dan Quayle
and Lloyd Bensten will go head-to-head in a 90-minute debate which might help some undecided voters
in their selection for president.
Students, who are called "the future of America," should watch the debate and listen carefully
to the candidate's responses to questions about
several key issues.
With presidential elections a month away, now is
the time to decide who is the best suited to lead this
country. This debate will allow people to learn a
little bit more about the candidates, if they haven't
done so already.
In a recent CBS News-New York Times poll of
1,034 probable voters, 48 percent supported the
Bush-Quayle ticket and 46 percent for we DukakisBentsen ticket. Since the margin of error was plus
or minus three percentage points, it is still anyone's
game.
Last month's presidential debate provided voters
with a golden opportunity to see both candidates
together discussing issues ranging from abortion
and hostages.
Watch the debate tonight — and start forming an
opinion on who should lead the country for the next
four years.
After all, it is your decision.
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NANCY ERIKSON - JUST SAY KNOW

Lowe through the eyes of a pitbull
And I get on my knees and
pray, we don't get fooled again.
—The Who

actor. And third, he's not even
that good looking."
"Buster, bite your tongue!"
"C'mon Nance, don't you
think that they could have gotten
a better looking speaker? What
about Tom Cruise? Or better
yet, a double whammy with
Charlie Sheen and Emilio
Estevez."
"I think you're missing the
point of the whole event, Buster.
Rob Lowe was not here to be a
celebrity or to look cute. He was
here to promote the Democratic
ticket and urge people to vote."

Everyone was so excited
about seeing Rob Lowe last
week. I have to admit, I really
wanted to see him too, and I felt
a little left out when I heard others talking about how wonderful
he was in person. However, an
opinionated little friend of mine
had a different view of Lowe's
visit.
"Nance, I can't believe you're
moping around just because you
couldn't see Rob Lowe speak on
behalf of Dukakis. Big deal if
"Oh. bullcrap! I would bet you
Rob Lowe came. The Democrats my left paw that everyone that
can get a lot better speakers went there went specifically to
than Rob Lowe."
see a cute member of the Brat
Well, if you haven't guessed Pack. Ninety-five percent of his
by his bluntness, the "friend" audience was women. Do you
saying this is that pit bull who think that if Sen. Paul Simon
keeps getting me in trouble — came to speak, his audience
Buster.
would be women? No. Look at
"I mean, think about it, the man. He looks like Orville
Nance: Rob Lowe isn't that Redenbacher. No one would
great. First of all, he is not what come except a couple of die-hard
you would call one of the great liberals that have nothing better
political minds of our time. Sec- to do on a Tuesday afternoon."
ond, he's not that great of an
"Buster, that's not true. Sure,

some of the people were there
just to see Rob, but most of them
were there to hear a political
speech."

actor, a political mind and a
good speaker all at once. I think
Ronald Reagan should come and
speak in the Grand Ballroom.
He's the President; everyone
"Right, right...and this was would come. And who better to
the same bunch that stampeded promote Bush than the present
the podium and injured a pho- President?"
tographer from the BG News
"Buster, it's been done — he
Kist to touch the man? Please came a few years ago. It was a
ance, don't be so naive. I real big event but, like I said, it's
thought you knew better than been done."

that?"

"But the motives of Lowe's
audience are not what we should
be worried about. We need to
concern ourselves with what the
Republicans are going to do to
get a speaker to promote that
goofballBush."
"Well, I'm not really concerned with that, Buster. I'm a
Democrat."
"Yes, but you should at least
be concerned with full representation. Both sides should get
their say."
"O.K., what would suggest?"
"Well, I think that the Republicans should get a prestigious

"It's okay, I just thought of
another problem with the whole
at's that, Buster?"
"Well, if the President of the
United States comes, then Dr.
Paul Olscamp will want to be
there."
"Buster, he is the President of
the University; he should be
there."
"I know that, but then Craig
Taliaferro won't be allowed to
Erikson is a senior magazine
journalism major from Burton
and a columnist /or The News.

LETTERS
Bearing arms not
meant tor killing
I was sorry to hear Dan Bash
was so disturbed about the
handgun issue appearing in The
BG News. Dan accused others of
being "obviously ignorant about
hunting and guns." Based on
Dan's statements, I would have
to call Dan "obviously ignorant."
Dan doesn't like the confusion
of the names and/or kinds of
guns. He makes the distinction
between "Saturday night specials" which he calls a concealable handgun, and a .22 caliber
revolver a "nice gun" for hunting and/or saving American
lives. Dan argues that .22 caliber guns "provide many relaxing afternoons," presumably
blowing away vicious squirrels
and rabbits.
To assert that the possession
of handguns should be allowed
so people can hunt is absurd.
The right to bear arms was
enacted to ensure the continued
freedom of Americans against
the oppression of government or
outside forces, and to provide a
source of food — a source not
necessary today except for a
few. The intention was not to
remove the guts of little bunnies
for sport and relaxation.
A bullet in a vital organ can
kill both animal and man, regardless of the kind of gun involved. I have to question the

BLOOM COUNTY

judgment of anyone who calls
calculated killing "a relaxing
afternoon in the woods." Perhaps the thrill of the hunt, perhaps the challenge of man
against animal, even the excitement of man combined with
machine, but not "a relaxing
afternoon in the woods."
If that is really what you are
after, you don't need a gun. I
support your right to own a gun,
and possess ft where legal.
However, if you are going to defend your right, please do so
with your brain and not your
brawn.
Derek Walter
Unit Director of Phi Kappa
Psi

Pre-season picks,
math criticized
This letter is in response to
Andy Woodard's commentary in
the Sept. 27 issue of The BG
News.
First of all, Andy, I plead with
you to review your math skills
before sending an editorial to
print. How could you ever get 41
points from three touchdowns,
three field goals and two safeties
boggles the mind. You would
think that you would be overly
cautious of your own mistakes
before relentlessly ripping into
our football team.
Someone should write an editorial criticizing your sports
staff with the fervor that you

went about tearing into our football team. Your sports staff continually jumps on one bandwagon or another (the "red-hot
Tribe" of last spring cooled off a
little bit, didn't they, guys?)
In addition, your pre-season
league predictions read nearly
verbatim as those in Sports illustrated or some other such
publication. In parting, I only
wish to warn you to clean up
your own backyard before judging those of others.
DonHubschman
OCMB#2577

Who cares if Bird
likes it well done?
After reading Alan Tracey's
thoughts on many diverse subjects, I thought I would sit and
write some ofmy own.
Is mine the only car without
one of those BGSU stickers on
the back windshield?
Why is all the women's hair at
BG the same color? And, for
that matter, why do they all
have the same haircut?
Why is it that when I finally
decide on a major, I find one
that I like better? I am now on
my third one.
When I finally get a chance to
go home and look forward to a
C home-cooked meal, why
my family suddenly get the
urge to order out for pizza?
Why do women volleyball

by Berke Breathed

Slayers wear those "bunugger" shorts? They're not
very attractive and the players
spend the whole match adjusting them.
Has anybody else tried to
color his hair and it turned out to
be a not-so-lovely shade of
green?
Has anybody here ever heard
of Creighton University and, if
so, do they know where it is?
Why am I writing this when I
have two tests this week and
three next week?
Who were those people that
ran through the middle of my
Psych 101 class?
Why did I get a parking ticket
when my temporary sticker fell
off my back window because of
the heat? It's not my fault it
didn't stick. Besides, who distributes them anyway?
Who really cares if Larry Bird
likes his meat well done?
And finally, I guess I got pretty lucky. My car has turn signals
and safety belts. It seems that
the cars In Bowling Green are
not equipped with these necessities. Too bad. The people who
bought them were really ripped
off.
Mimi Ordonio
400 E. Napoleon Apt. 10

Don't worry about
scores, crowds
The students, faculty and staff
are strongly urged to back all
Falcon sports teams. I especially encourage support now for
our football team, its coaches
and staff. Without trying to analyze the reasons for success or
failure, crowds and numbers, or
even crowd noise, it just seems
like we should back those student-athletes that represent our
University so well both on and
off the various fields of competition.
See you at the Ohio University
game on Saturday!
FranVoll
Women's basketball coach

Local
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Bill quiets student voice
"We have to find the fairest way to (choose the
five nominees)," Peterson said.
The nomination process will begin after the University Board of Trustees accepts the selection
The passage of a bill requiring student represen- proposal — which will be submitted to the trustees
tation on state university Boards of Trustees is not at the Oct. 7 meeting.
serving its purpose, according to the president of
the Undergraduate Student Government.
One stipulation of the regulation is the student
Instead, USG President Tim Peterson said the nominee be an Ohio resident. Teresa Tancre,
bill is restricting student representation at the U- president of GSS, said she plans to discuss the reniversity.
quirement with the Board.
She said M> of University graduate students are
"The bill itself is not giving us anything. As a ineligible to run for the seats due to the requirematter of fact, it's taking away," he said.
Peterson said the bill, which became effective
July 26, helps some state universities by making
Tancre said once the selection policy is accepted
the Board of Trustees more accessible, but does by the Board, GSS will begin looking for nominees,
not help the University because the Board was she said. The final date for submitting the list of
readily available to students before the bill.
nominees is contingent upon the Board accepting
Now, he said, the bill puts the selection of stu- the selection process, she said.
dent trustees in the governor's hands by allowing
Peterson said one of the negative aspects of the
him to have the finalcandidate choice from nomi- bill is the possibility of politics getting in the way.
nations submitted by the student governments —
"It is very possible we could wind up with
taking that ability away from USG and the Gradu- someone with political aspirations that might not
be aware of student issues," he said. "My biggest
ate Student Senate.
In an agreement between the two bodies of stu- fear in this thing is that it will become a political
dent government, a policy has been formed to issue with the governor."
Peterson said he hopes the governor will keep
select five student nominees. USG will nominate
three students and GSS will choose two for the ini- the interest of the students in the forefront — retial terms of the student board members.
gardless of party affiliation.
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

Faculty retirement plan argued
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

After a steamy 75-minute debate, Faculty Senate approved
an amended edition of the Early
Retirement Incentive Plan.

"This enables younger faculty
members to learn through the
knowledge of older faculty and
gives students a blend of both
new ideas and experience,"
Brennan said.
During new business, Senate
tabled the adoption of the new
Academic Honesty Policy after
a lengthy debate. The development of a new policy was initiated six years ago as a result of
frustration caused by the policy
of the time, said Ann Marie Lancaster, Senate vice-chair.

Bartley Brennan, chairman of
the Senate, said the new plan
will allow faculty members to
retire after 30 years — with the
University buying out the last
five years of their contract.
Brennan said the plan will allow — but not require — retired
"The existing policy did not
faculty to teach Mi of their normal
class load for up to three years address issues that were occurafter their official retirement.
ring," Lancaster said. "Over

the years, more and more situations were found and we tried to
create a policy that would cover
as many of them as possible."

BG News/Susan Schulz

BG Hits Prime Time
Michael Stanley, host of "PM Magazine," stands in front of the University entrance sign yesterday after tap
inga segment for the show. The University will be part of a segment featuring Ohio colleges. It will be aired
Oct. 27 and will be geared toward helping high school seniors learn about Ohio colleges.

Ohio waste bill revealed
Safer transport of toxic chemicals required
by Rebecca Thomas

Lancaster said the new plan assistant city editor
allows any questionable action
to be brought before the AcaThe transportation of hazardemic Honesty committee or the dous
waste can be a dangerous
University president, she said.
procedure, and as a result of a
1986 accident, Ohio recently upMichael Doherty, professor of graded safety precautions repsychology, said the new policy garding this issue.
has a problem in that any instructor catching a student
Bill 428, passed Sept. 26,
cheating and wanting to use the is House
one of the toughest hazardous
withdraw/fail method to re- material
transport laws in the
move them from the class roster nation, according
to Tina Biasecan be refused by the committee 11a, media spokesperson
for the
or by the University president.
Public Utilities Commission of

accident kind of precipitated the
Ohio(PUCO).
"This gives us jurisdiction in law."
many areas that really need atThe main issue covered by the
tention," Biasella said.
law is transport registration. By
January, PUCO hopes to start
In 1986, a train carrying ha- the registration process, which
zardous waste derailed and requires hazardous material
caught fire, Biasella said. The carriers to register vehicles
accident caused the largest eva- carrying the hazardous matericuation ever in the nation by an al, the nature of the hazardous
accident in the transportation of material, what routes are
planned and how much of the
hazardous material, she said.
material is being transported,
"No one really knew what the Biasella said.
train was carrying, everyone
"This is the first time we will
was unsure as to the nature of
□ See Waste, page 6.
the material," she said. "This

j(J FALCONS VS. OHIO UNIVERSITY SATURDAY. 1:30 P. M,
FREE I FREE ! FREE ! FREE ! FREE I FREE I FREE ! FREE ! FREE ! FREE! FREE!

Portable.
Affordable.
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ACOUSTIC BALLADS TO
ROCK N -ROLL
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NEC Multispeed-EL" Laptop Computer
NEC Carrying Case
Diconix 150 Ink Jet Printer

oc
73

$1999.00
For less than the price of the computer alone,
you can own a complete system.

COMPARE THESE FEATURES
NEC Multispeed-EL"
- Fastest of any portable-4.77 or 9.54 MHz.
- High contrast backlit LCD display.
- Two 720K 3.5" disk drives.
- 640KRAM.
- Parallel, RGB, and serial RS232C ports.
- Built-in pop-up firmware.
- Weighs only 11.2 lbs.
- Deluxe Cordura carrying case.
- MS-DOS 3.2 Included.

Diconix 150 Printer
Measures only 1.9"h x 6.5"d x 10.8"w.
Weighs only 3.5 lbs.
Silently prints at 150cps (draft)
or 50cps (NLQ).
Friction or tractor feed.
■
Operates on 5 "C" size Nl-cads or AC
adaptor (included).
Epson/IBM compatible.
-

Mfg. Sugg. Retail
NEC Multlsp#«d-EL ■
Carrying Case
Diconix 150 Printer

73

73

73

$2495.00
$99.00
$479.00
$3073.00

cc

NEC MULTISPEED PORTABLES AND EPSON COMPUTERS
COME & SEE THE BEST SELLING LAPTOP COMPUTER ON THE MARKET

73

• PURCHASE THE MULTISPEED - EL WITH DUAL DISK DRIVE •
• THE BEST PRICE ANYWHERE •
$1699.00

73

at

• PURCHASE THE MULTISPEED - HD WITH A 20 MEG HARD DISK •
• THE BEST PRICE ANYWHERE*
$2299.00
•ALSO CHECK OUT OUR NEC MULTISPEED SYSTEM PACKAGE DEALS*
OTHER COMPUTER SPECIALS
•COMPLETE EPSON APEX COMPUTER SYSTEM*
-IBM PC Compatible
-Includes Color Monitor
-CGA Graphics Card
-2-360K--5 1/4" Disk Drives
-512K RAM Memory
-PFS First Choice Integ. Software
a.

SBX SPECIAL PRICE
$999.00

HOMECOMING BLANKET CONCERT
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1988 4-6 P.M.
BRING FOOD COUPONS!
PICNIC BY FOOD OPERATIONS
BETWEEN STUDENT SERVICES AND KREISCHER
RAINSITE: KREISCHER CAFETERIA
SPONSORED BY

73

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
Phone: 353-7732

&
.

"-

FREE ! FREE ! FREE ! FREE ! FREE I FREE ! FREE I FREE I FREE I FREE! FREE!
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College offers
CAMPAIGN '8S
degree in jazz
to undergrads Coroner hopeful Democrat gears
vies for position for county post
gram to grow rapidly because
of the number of phone calls
he has received from interested students.

by Shelley Bank,
reporter

The University is getting
jazzed up.
Alter much planning, the
College of Musical Arts has
finally activated their new
jazz studies major — an endeavor that took most of the
19C7-88 school year, according
to Jeff Halsey, director of
jazz studies.

Once a student enrolls in
the jazz studies program, be
must take a piano proficiency
class which familiarizes students with different jazz instruments including the
saxophone, trumpet, trombone, string bass, guitar and
percussion.

The decision to implement
a Jazz studies program was
based mainly on student inquiries, he said.

Students graduating with a
jazz studies degree normally
continue their education and
obtain a master's degree to
teach at the university level,
Halsey said.

"The time was right. Students were asking for it and
so was I," he saidT "The time
was now."

He added that a select few
may opt for the professional

Currently, two students are
enrolled in the program.
However, this number is expected to increase because
most music students do not
declare their major until
their sophomore year, Halsey
said.
He said he expects the pro-

Chris Berger, a
and one of the two
enrolled in the program,
he believes Halsey's career
analysis for jazz majors is
correct
"1 want to ultimately play
professionally, but I can also
see myself teaching at a university level," Berger said.

by Angle Blandlna
staff reporter

According to the Republican
candidate for the Wood County
coroner's position, he has
already obtained the experience
needed to fulfill the Job.
Dr. Douglas
S. Hess, who
operates a
private practice with his
son in Bowling
Green, said he
has already
handled many
of the job's duties.
"On several He..
occasions, I have been acting
coroner — which gives me some
experience at the job," Hess
said.
Hess said this is his first step
into the political arena. If the bid
is successful, he will succeed
Republican Dr. Roger Peatee,
long-time holder of the coroner
position.
He said he approves of the

way the position has been handled and does not plan "to make
any major changes."
A lifelong resident of the
county, he said the coroner job is
considered an important position by both the Republicans and
the Democrats.
"Both parties would like to
have the coroner on their
ticket," Hess said.
A1955 graduate of the University, Hess completed medical
school at Ohio State University
in 1959. He received two years of
surgery training in Miami, Fla.,
andtwo years in Ohio.
He opened his medical practice in Bowling Green in 1964.
Hess explained that a county
coroner must determine the
probable cause of death for
anyone dying a violent, suspicious, or unattended death.
Because of his involvement in
the medical field, he said he believes he is qualified for the office.
"I'm a physician — my field
deals with trauma all the time,"
he said.

by Angle Blandlna

staff reporter

Dr. Albert W. Smith, the Democratic candidate for Wood
County coroner, said the number of Democratic doctors who
ever ran for the office is limited.
In fact, he
said Tuesday
he thinks he is
"probably"
the only one.
"As a matter of fact, I'm
probably the
only Democratic doctor
ever," he said, 8mlth
o_,#l,
smiling.
Smith said he believes the
coroner's office needs someone
who can make decisions free of
political and/or personal considerations — something he said
he can do.
"The coroner is a public official and a physician," Smith
said.

Smith, wno nas run a family
practice in Bowling Green since
1971, said he has previous political experience.
He said he ran for the county
coroner's office in 1971 against
Dr. Roger Peatee, the Republican county coroner now retiring.
A1964 graduate of Miami University, Smith completed medical school at the University of
Cincinnati in 1968. He served his
internship at the Kaiser Foundation Hospital in Oakland. Calif.
Smitn was a captain in the
U.S. Army Medical Corps from
1969-71. He also served in the reserves until 1975.
A former president of the
Wood County Medical Society
from 1984-86, he also served as
the alternate delegate for the
Ohio State Medical Society from
1976-80.
Smith said he has been an active staff member of the Wood
County Hospital since 1971 and is
now an affiliate staff member of
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation.

our Comk Connection g at... | Donations sought for hurricane victims

Young's Newsstand
"Don't miss the next issue of four favorite
comic series!"

353-2176

Downtown

by Elizabeth Masturzo
reporter

The tragedy created by Hurricane Gilbert two weeks ago
has not yet been forgotten.
In fact, two community
leaders have started a drive to
send aid to the victims.
Disraeli Hutton, a student

r1
i

from Jamaica and vice presi- canned good contributions by
dent of the Caribbean Associa- sending Tetters to campus ortion, and Bill Thompson, minis- ganizations. However, the food
ter at United Christian Fellow- drive is centered on group and
ship (UCF), are sponsoring a individual heto, Hutton said.
food and money drive to aid
Hutton said "he hopes to gain a
hurricane victims in Jamaica.
minimum of $2,000 during the
Hutton said ^ of the housing four weeks donations are colfacilities in Jamaica were des- lected.
troyed and the people are homeless and in need of food.
"People are concerned and
have spoken with me," be said.
The Caribbean Association "They expressed sympathy —
and UCF have started a plea for people at BGSU are considerate

and won't give up an opportunity toward people who are desperately in need at this time."
UCF will collect donations
and send them to the Presbyterian Church of the United
States. From there, the donations will be transported to the
Jamaican Presbyterian Church
in Jericho, a parish of Hanover.
At this standard location, the
needy people will be given donations, Hutton said.

AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA

^352-0796\

HOURS: 6:00 A.M. - 12:00 MIDNIGH1
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

M.50 Fare
For Persons
4 - 64 Yrs. Of Age

75* Fare
For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons
Transit identification card requited'

LIMIT: 4 PASSENGERS PER TAXI
11.iii—it lilrnlilii .Hit ill t ,irtls .W.ul.iUr ,\l I it.mis AIIIIHMIMI.IIIII
t -ill t~4-tijjti I in Mint- hiiun11.iimn
SERVICE PROVIDER,
RICHARD RAMOS
"Ramos Taxi"

Children
UNDER 4 YEARS OF
AGE OR UNDER 40
POUNDS
Ride Free Of Charge
With adult.
Child must ride m Child Restrain]*
itillitf Seats provided^
Funded by :
Ohio Department
ol Transportation
Section 18 Grant /

Mr*
A campus wide organization concerned with
the perils of drinking and driving.
Each year thousands of young people die in
alcohol-related accidents. Many more are
terribly injured, robbed of all but mere
existence.
To become involved, please attend our
meeting.
Wednesday, October 5 at 9:30
110 BA Building

! ! ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ! !
Alumni Association funds are now available
for undergrads interested in conducting research projects.
Applications available in Research Services Office
120 McFall Center - Or Call 372-7714
HURRY! - Deadline is Friday, October 14th
AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA AURA

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA
Eight student organizations each select one student member to the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students interested
in being considered for the selection to ACGFA may contact one of
the organizations listed below. The selection process will be completed by Friday, October 21, 1988.
African Peoples Association
Black Student Union

Latino Student Union
Resident Student Association

Commuter Off-Campus Organization
Interfraternity Council

Third World Graduate Association
Women for Women

HOMECOMING BALL
Sponsored by Black Student Union

Saturday, October 8, 1988
|Eppler Complex Gymnasium 10:00p.m. • 2:30 a.m.
Semi-formal Dress

Admission is $1.00
ADVANCED TICKET SALES ONLY
Can be purchased at the Upward Bound Office
301 Hayes Hall Tuesday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Limit:
2 Tickets
per Student

BGSU ID
Required

IGM.w. Octob«B,»M 5

Agency takes new role
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

As one of the few agencies designed to help the needy during
the early 1900s, the Wood County
Infirmary now serves a new role
to the community.
According to Lucy Long,
project director of the Wood
County Home, the infirmary is
now a historical museum used to
educate the community on the
hardships their ancestors faced.
"It's important for the community to realize that poorhouses like this once existed because it can help them to see
how things have changed today," Long said.

Courtesy/University Center for Archival Collections
The Wood County Infirmary as It appeared during the early years of its operation. It served as a "poor house" for
needy county residents by providing food and shelter during the Depression.

The infirmary, operated from
1868 to 1971, served to house the
poor, orphaned, insane, disabled
and the elderly in the county.
"The Home helped anyone
and everyone who needed help,"
Long said.
According to Marilyn Motz, an
assistant University professor of
popular culture, the infirmary

operated at a time when many
families did not have disability
insurance, government welfare
or health and life insurance.
The infirmary provided shelter for disadvantaged families
until they were able to get back
on their feet, Motz said.
"Two-thirds of all families
had no savings 100 years ago,"
Motz said.
As a "poor house," the home
helped people deal with the Depression, temporary illness,
crop failure and job losses, Motz
said. A main group served by
the infirmary was women, she
said.
"In 1890, one-third of all white
women were widowed by age
60,"she said. She said most
women had few job skills — and
those qualified fought for the
small number of low-paying,
scarce positions, she said. If a
woman had no relatives, the
Home offered a temporary and
sometimes permanent resi-

dency.
The mentally disturbed was
another group frequently housed
in the home during its 103 years
of operation.
According to Marvin Kumler,
associate professor of psychology, individualism during the
19th century was sometimes
viewed as an oddity.
"In the 19th century, when
people were acting odd, it was
assumed that they had an organic weakness of the brain," he
said. "It was assumed anyone
acting weird could overcome it
if these people could be put in a
quiet place where they could be
protected from the stresses of
A "lunatic house," a part of
the Home, housed the mentally
disturbed, Kumer said.
"According to records almost
all were able to benefit from the
comfortable, calm, humane life
at the Wood County Infirmary,"
Kumler said.

Dukakis
Q Continued from page 1.
realized the importance of carrying Ohio in the election.

a.m.," he said. "It's hard to
keep up with the candidates that
way."

"You are a cross section of
America. If we win in Ohio, my
friends, we win all across America," he said. "You're going to
make the difference."

Although Dukakis said he
visited the Jeep plant because it
is an example of how American
industry should operate, Beal
said Jeep's recent expansion is
no guarantee for the plant's future, citing the closing of their
Kenosha, wis., plant less than
one year after a multi-million
dollar expansion.

At the Toledo Chrysler Jeep
plant, Dukakis toured the facility then briefly spoke to the
workers from atop a pedestal
positioned between two Jeep
Cherokee Limiteds, one red and
one blue.

So many people around here
aren't and we need someone who
is going to keep jobs in the country," Beal saia.
"We can't import everything

*f» $5.75

only at

Beal said he was undecided
about who will get his vote Nov.
"As long as he's proAmerican, that's all I can say.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI

Large 2-ITEM PIZZA

free delivery

Pizza Pub

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD1
$
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00
4.00
THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION

MARK'S

o.

Norman Beal, a millwright for
seven years at the plant, said
visits such as this are a good
way to reach workers who normally would not hear much
about the campaign.
"A lot of people work like we
do, 12 hours a day, seven days a
week, and if we want to catch
the news we have to do it at 1

and have everyone work in service jobs and have them afford
to buy cars at $18,000," Beal added, pointing to one of the Jeeps
next to Dukakis.

No Reservations accepied (or ihis special
Food coupons accepied 4:30 - 700 p.m. daily

352-3551 |

imans

Water
D Continued from page 1.
A solution to future problems
with water may be alleviated
when a planned 168 million gallon reservoir is completed, Merrill said.
The reservoir, which will be
built next to the water treatment
plant on Poe Road, should be
ready for use in 1990, Merrill
said.
He said construction will
probably begin within the next
month.

GBAMDQKW

For those who still feel the
need to use bottled water instead
of tap water, Merrill said it is
more of a mental reassurance.
"Psychologically, I guess
eople think bottled water is betr. But, personally, I think it's
not at all necessary," he said.

HENS SHOP

^■""■'1^
cinema.

354 -0558
COCKTAIL
EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

B

D

Be Sure To
REGISTER FOR
OUR GRAND
I OPENING GIVEAWAYS!

1 SATURDAYS SHIRTS
a
Tnepccketcre^and^ stan

wovencolors.
cow* iSizes
<> S^M-UXU.
... yi
^s-c
Dabl-.v,w

14.99-24.99

men's sizes S-M-L-xu.
BETRAYED P.

,19.99 Orig. 26.00

EVENINGS 6:459:15
BUGLE BOY
DEAD RINGERS
EVENINGS 7:00 9.35

HEARTBREAK
HOT1L PG-13
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

NIOHT OF THE
DEMONS R
EVENINGS 9:45 ONLY

| Orig. 2400-35.00
I SATURDAYS SWEATERS
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fesasas
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
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UNION BAV
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.
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'pUets and patches. Saes 30-36.
Sizes 36-46.

and slacks. S.zesS-M-L XL.

Orig. 28.00-3400

29.99 Orig. 40.00-42.00
,«THER BOMBER JACKET

30% Of 1
KINN/KU
COORDINATES

Boy delivers. Sizes c*

169.99 orig. 200.00

24.99 Orig.28.00-36.00_

30% Off
POLTERGEIST III PG-13
EVENINGS 7:05 ONLY

^
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MasterCard!
American Express!
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Bond set for Ohio man Celeste audit
Alleged bonk robber shoots off-duty policemon
probes payroll
CINCINNATI (AP) — Bond
was set at $500,000 Tuesday for a
Cincinnati man accused of
shooting and wounding an offduty police officer who was pursuing him.
Charles Jones, 20, was charged with felonious assault on
homicide investigator Robert
Hennekes, aggravated robbery
and four traffic charges stemming from a car chase after he
allegedly robbed a Star Bank
branch near the University of
Cincinnati on Monday.
The chase ended in a wooded
area where Jones, who was on
probation from a 1987 theft
charge, was arrested, said
Police Chief Lawrence Whalen.
Jones remained in custody
Tuesday at the Hamilton County
Justice Center.
The 45-year-old Hennekes,
who was off-duty and jogging
near the bank when the robbery

occurred, may have saved his
life by deflecting with his hand
the bullet the gunman fired during the chase, police said.
"He apparently put his hand
up instinctively and the bullet
hit his finger, deflected off a rib
and went into his diaphragm
area," Whalen said. "His heart
was not penetrated. It's still a
very serious wound. Bob has
been a superb officer."
Hennekes' condition was upgraded to fair Tuesday at University of Cincinnati Hospital.
He suffered hand, chest and abdomen wounds in the shooting,
hospital officials said.
The gunman obtained some
money at the bank, but a dye
bomb mixed in with the cash exploded, witnesses said. Whalen
said some money was recovered, but he did not know
how much was taken.
Whalen said the robber, wearing a hooded sweatshirt and a
mask, entered a rear door at the
bank and fired a shot into the

Welcome Students
to BG and
Taylor Olds-Cadillac

ceiling, gathered cash from
several tellers and headed for
the front door. As the gunman
stepped out the door, the dye
bomb exploded, staining him
with pink dye.
"That's when Bob first saw
him, outside the bank," Whalen
said. "He didn't know there was
a holdup but he suspected it
when he saw the dye, and gave
chase."
Hennekes chased the gunman
for about a block when the gunman wheeled and shot, police
said. After the gunman sped
away in a car, Hennekes made
his way back to the bank and
Save police officers the man's
cense plate number.
Police spotted the car in the
city's Winton Terrace neighborhood and chased the vehicle.
The driver ran off a road, struck
a pole and building and fled into
a nearby wooded area. Police
dogs flushed the man from the
woods.

1988 Ch.vy Sprint
2 dr.. air
•6995

COLUMBUS (AP) - An audit of Gov. Richard Celeste's office has turned up errors in employee payroll and compensatory time records and cited the use of 45 employees who actually are being paid by other state agencies.
But a spokeswoman for Celeste on Tuesday indicated the report overall was excellent.
"When you think about the fact that something like $2.6 million was audited over a two-year period and there were only
two errors...I would say that was a pretty darn good record,
said Debra Phillips, the governor's press secretary.
The examination prepared by State Auditor Thomas Ferguson's staff also cited a lack of proper equipment inventory. It
said there was no written policy regarding expenses at the
Governor's Mansion in suburban Bexley, making it difficult to
determine the propriety of state money spent there.
Documents from Celeste's office included in the report said
changes dealing with employee worksheets and compensatory
time were being made, governors historically had used staff
members from other agencies, and that written policies for
spending at the residence would be adopted.
The 2&page report covering fiscal years 1986 and 1987 was
completed late last month.
Auditors said their review showed "a large percentage of errors" in the calculating and recording of compensatory time,
in which employees are given time off in lieu of overtime pay.
Examiners discovered "numerous errors and irregularities
in the recording of the actual hours worked and leave time used
by employees on their time sheets."
"Our review of inventory indicated that a large percentage
of the items reviewed did not have their agency identification
number attached. Also, certain items were difficult to locate,"
the report said. One reason cited was the lack of inventory performed during the audit period.
Eleven employees from the Department of Administrative
Services, ana an equal number from the Department of Development, actually were associated with the governor's office,
the report said. Another seven were from the Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction.
"We recommend the employees referred to above be included on the governor's payroll for improved accountability,"
it said.

1985 FORD TEMPO Gl
4 dr.. oir. auto, stereo
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1045 N. Main
Bowling Green
Fast, Free Delivery
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1983 BUICK CENTURY
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1983 PLYMOUTH TURISMO
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Eva Marie Saint
Theatre
University Hall

September 29October 1 and
October 6-8
All performances
at 8 p.m.

Adults $6,
students/senior
citizens $4
For reservations,
call 372-2719
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BGSU Theatre
presents
Noises Off
by Michael Froyn
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a play thai traces the music of
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Sponsored by the Board of Black Cultural Activities
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Baby born
to prisoner
in Denver
DENVER (AP) - A murder
suspect who gave birth to a baby
boy while under armed guard
and shackled to a bed at Denver
General Hospital said goodbye
to the baby for the last tune in a
cubicle at the Denver County
Jail.
Lori McLuckie and her child
parted company Monday. The
nameless baby will be delivered
by social workers to a new family in another state.
McLuckie, 26, is charged with
first-degree murder in the stabbing death last May of her boyfriend, Andrew Vigil, at her
apartment. Authorities said she
dismembered Vigil's body and
deposited the parts in trash containers. Her trial is scheduled
for Jan. 30.
She gave birth to the boy on
Aug. 24 while tethered to a bed
with a 6-foot iron chain.

Waste
D Continued from page 3.
actually know for sure what is
being transported through the
state of Ohio," Biasella said.
"After we get through the initial
stages, the process should be
beneficial."
To enforce the law, hazardous
material specialists will work
side-by-side with the enforcement division of PUCO to assure
that carriers are aware and abiding the law.
"They will check papers the
carriers should have with them,
and they'll also check the truck
to see that everything is working
properly and the load is being
carried correctly," she said.
The law also sets up a fine for
hazardous material violations,
Biasella said. Where the fines
were usually assessed in municipal court, PUCO is now in
charge of fining deliquent carriers.
"The fine could be as high as
$10,000 per day per violation. R
would depend on the severity of
the violation to determine now
much the fine would be," she
said. "We can also enact civil
forfeiture proceedings against
the carrier, which would be the
attorney general filing suit
against a carrier."
The law gives the PUCO jurisdiction over trucks, trains, intra-state buses, and courier services that transport packages
between cities, Biasella said.

What is SIC SIC ?

"^_#

SICSIC was founded in 1946, by then, President Frank J.
Prout. Its purpose is to promote spirit and encourage good

Thursday, October 6, 1988 7 p.m.

relations

Bryan Recital Hall
S2.0O - Tickets sold in advance at the
Office of Minority Student Activities
Tickets will also be sold at the door
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their freshman year,
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Mike Schriver
Eric Sparks
John Spiewak
Scott Struna
Rob Wise
nKA

PIKES •

students.

Since that

become SICSIC members for the

remaining three years of their college career. These SICSIC
members have contributed freely of their time and efforts to
promote spirit and good relations on the Bowling Green
State University Campus.

STUDENTS PLEASE BE INFORMED

Steve Haggerty
Joe Pomey
Marc Calder
John Bona

Wally Campbell
Jeff Feeny
Bob Hoersting
Reed Parks
Joe Russell
Scott Schoemer

and

nKA,

PIKE 1988 FALL
PLEDGE CLASS

Pat Adams
John Allen
John Ballard
Matt Borhorst
Bob Berardi
Chris Blair

faculty

beginning in 1946, each year two students, at the end of

CONGRATULATIONS
Pres.
V. P.
Sec.
Soc.

between

FACT:

ALL BGSU STUDENT TICKETS FOR HOCKEY
ARE AVAILABLE INITIALLY ONLY TO
ALL-SPORTS PASS HOLDERS.

FACT:

LAST HOCKEY SEASON. ALL-SPORTS PASS
HOLDERS CLAIMED THE ENTIRE
COMPLIMENT OF STUDENT TICKETS
THEREFORE. ONLY ALL-SPORTS PASS
HOLDERS WERE ABLE TO GET BGSU
STUDENT TICKETS TO SEE HOCKEY.

CONCLUSION:
YOU MAY NEED TO HAVE AN ALL-SPORTS PASS
TO SEE HOCKEY.

nKA

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!
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Cleveland officials keep quiet
Investigation ot agency leads to seizure of director's records
CLEVELAND (AP) - Officials at a regional government service agency remained
mum Tuesday about a state investigation
that has led to seizure of records at the
agency's offices and the home of its director.
The headquarters of the Northeast Ohio
Areawide Coordinating Agency and the
home of Executive Director Frederick E.J.
Pizzedaz were searched Monday.
In an affidavit sworn to Cuyahoga County
Common Pleas Judge Leo M. Spellacy on
Sunday. Cuyahoga County Prosecutor John
T. Corrigan alleged that Pizzedaz has led an
"ongoing cover-up" by concealing from a
state auditor records that may link him to
various violations of state law, including allegations of theft in office, theft, forgery and
uttering, tampering with records and tampering with evidence.
NOACA spokeswoman Lora Thompson
said Tuesday the agency and Pizzedaz had
no comment.
NOACA is a quasi-governmental clearinghouse for federal and state dollars going

to regional and local governmental projects
in Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain and Medina counties.
In 1967, NOACA's budget was $2.6 million.
It handled 400 applications involving more
than $2 billion in federal and state money.
The Corrigan affidavit, obtained Tuesday,
contends that a state auditor was denied access to NOACA records last Thursday and
Friday.
"The representatives of NOACA, including Pizzedaz, refused to produce the records
requested and further stated that they questioned the authority of the state auditors office to conduct the audit of the agency," Corrigan stated.
A state investigation conducted since Aug.
3 raised questions about the executive director's claimed expenses with "no supporting
documentation" for the expenses, according
to the affidavit.
The affidavit also questioned Pizzedaz's
claim for an increase in his reimbursement
for an auto insurance premium as a result of
an accident. Records indicate the increase

Speech1

was due to the addition of another driver to
the coverage.
The affidavit alleged several other questionable reimbursements.
Metal file cabinets and documents were
seized during a search of NOACA's downtown Cleveland offices. The search concluded later at the director's home.
Paul Myles, an assistant Cuyahoga County
prosecutor who coordinated the searches,
said Tuesday he could not discuss the case.
"Right now, we have a lot of paperwork to
evaluate," Myles said. "We have more than
100 boxes from NOACA and maybe four or
five boxes from the residence."

Mockl
a Continued from page l
According to Robinson, the
election showed what he called a
"Cleveland vote."
Representing Campus Democrats, Alicia Browne said the
group saw a pattern of voters
emerge in support of Bush,
Voinovich and Murray.
"While we were counting
votes we would stop and wonder
why students would vote
straight Democrat or Republican with the exception (of one
candidate)," Browne said.
She said she began watching
for a pattern to emerge. And she
said one did.
An estimated 1,000 University
students voted yesterday, according to Robinson.

Pizzedaz, who has headed NOACA since
1973, protested the search at the headquarters and told The Plain Dealer that Richard
DiCicco, an assistant state auditor, was a
"loose cannon" who has "wrought extraordinary police powers."
"We have no idea why they're here. Our
records are public records," Pizzedaz told
the newspaper.

USG will write letters notifying the winners of the mock election, (political) offices in Wood
County and other universities.
"I'm happy with the response,
we have learned from past
(elections), we have seen how to
run very efficient polls this time,
and we where working to be as
effective as possible, Peterson
said.
The intent is to show that people are concerned, Peterson
said.
"Now there may be a laststitch effort to get registered
and become politically active."

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."

Apartments

D Continued from page 1.
"Let me tell you, we're going
to get a minimum-wage bill in
this country fast after January
20th," he said.
Dukakis said America under
his leadership would be strong
militarily and economically because "you can't have one without the other."
"Mr. Bush may be satisfied
with a bronze medal, but I'm
not. I want this country to bring
home a gold,'' he said. .
He further criticized Vice
President George Bush on last
week's debate, Bush's running
mate and problems in the Reagan administration.
When he asked the crowd's
opinion about whether he won
the debate, an answer came in
the form of a cheer.
"We got Mr. Bush out from
behind the flags and the balloons
and all of that stuff, and the
symbols and the slogans. We got
him out there for 90 minutes
where he had to answer some
questions about us, about our future, about quality Jobs, about
how we're going to he number

■' Continued from page 1.

one in this world," Dukakis said.
In a stab at Republican Vice
Presidential nominee Dan
Quayle, Dukakis said "Isn't it
great to have a running mate
whose qualifications have never
been questioned?"
Dukakis criticized the Reagan
administration for impropriety
that has been alleged among appointees and promised there will
be integrity among his officials.
"If you work for Mike Dukakis, and you leave that administration, you're not going to lobby
your agency. If you work in the
White House, you're not going to
lobby any part of that government while I'm in office," he
promised. "That revolving door
is over. It's going to be slammed
shut."
Dukakis said he is not intimidated by being several points
behind Bush in national polls. He
said he started to believe he
could win after Bush stumbled
over the Pledge of Allegiance
and Quayle mistakenly said he
was born in the last century.

He said of the remaining 20
acres, only 10 would be used for
the actual complex. The remaining land surrounding the complex would then be developed as
a buffer between the students
and the neighborhood.
"This is a conceptual plan and
it's only a proposal. It Involves
substantial landscape buffers,
with the land mounded and possibly feneed-in if necessary,"
Greene said.

TWO BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS

Gordon also questioned
whether a need for more undergraduate student housing exists
right now.

1540 E. WOOSTER ST.
892 S. MAIN ST.

"I'd like to see a needs assessment to prove there is a
need for more student housing. I
seriously don't think they can
establish a need," Gordon said.

America loves
its Big Boy *
4k* Q*eat tf-ood!

Mary Martin, a resident of the
area for 22 years, attended the
meeting and said she opposes
the complex.

$1.00 OFF ANY Sandwich, Fries & Coke® |

Gordon said he was not impressed with the new proposal.

"I have been on record for
years as being opposed to zoning
"I'm as unsatisfied as I was changes. Besides, I'm getting
before. I don't think they've very tired of people from out of
offered us a real compromise at town coming in here and telling
us what we need."
all," he said.
•
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Terry Davidson and
the Gears

offers. Dine in only.
GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 31,1988
AT THESE LOCATIONS ONLY:
JH
1540 E. WOOSTER ST.
A;fl#
892 S. MAIN ST.
Family Restaurants of Northwest Ohio

.

Limit one per customer per visit. Not valid with other I
offers. Dine in only.
GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 31, 1988
.
AT THESE LOCATIONS ONLY:
j.
1540 E. WOOSTER ST.

892 s MAIN ST
iI £*M.
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W ^^ Family Restaurants of Northwest Ohio
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* Every Thrusday lO-li:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
BAND UPDATES ON BG 5
'ABO'S IS A DESGI1SATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

SAIL AWAY
GREAT IDEAS
ARTS & SCIENCE ZOO
.&**

UniGroohics

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED!
FREE haircuts for Freshmen
HALF-PRICE for Upperclass
(with this ad)
10-3 Mon thru Thur
thru Oct. 29th!

Serving uour total graphk design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
* Graphic Design Consultation
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures

Come see for yourself what a great job System
Seven Stylists will do with your hair. Freshmen (and
Freshwomen?) bring this ad... your "Class of '92"
button... and BGSU ID to get your FREE Introductory
full-service haircut (Includes shampoo & styling).

4&

• Block & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives

Upperclass people bring this ad & BGSU ID to get
HALF-PRICE welcome-back full-service haircut.

• Word Processing Disks converted lor typeset-quality output
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh" disks

We're the BETTER place to spend your hair care
dollar!

• PC / Macintosh'* file conversion

Appointments not needed, but may be advisable
for this promotional period. 1072 N. Main Street between Hart's and State Liquor Store. Open 8-8
Mon. - Frl. b. 8-6 Sat. VISA/MC accepted.

• Full Typesetting Services

s?
Cot us for further Information

211 West Hall
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Falcons' dream season turns into nightmare
AMY COLE
Commentary

had barely defeated them last year in a heartbreaking match.
BG went on the road after that, and since then, some could say that
1988 has just not been the season the spikers were hoping for.
After a five-game win over powerhouse Notre Dame, the Falcon
squad suffered a host of injuries that may have lust shattered their
hopes for dethroning six-time defending MAC champion Western
Michigan.
The third match of the season against Iowa in the Southern Illinois
Tournament was where it all began. Freshman outside hitter Lisa
Mika suffered a sprained ankle.
That forced Van De Walle to pull freshman Tammy Schiller off the
bench, putting one of the top subs into the starting line-up.
The next disappointment was at the Wisconsin Tournament,
where junior right side hitter Sheri Fella suffered what was thought
to be a minor calf injury. But it has been diagnosed as a muscle tear,
which will keep her out for three to five weeks.
This brought junior Jennifer Russell off the bench, depleting the
bench even further.
The most recent injury was to red-shirt freshman Suzi Williams.
Williams, who sustained a knee injury last year which required surgery, suffered the same injury this season to the other knee. She will
also be out for three to five weeks.

When will it be time to stop dwelling on the injuries and start concentrating on winning some matches?
The Bowling Green women's volleyball team was picked third in
the Mid-American Conference pre-season coaches poll, and were
thought by many to be a major contender for the MAC Championship.
Now, they are 6-8 overall and have dropped MAC matches to Ball
State, Miami and Eastern Michigan in the process.
It was looking to be the dream season for head coach Denise Van
De Walle and her young Falcon squad.
They welcomed back six returning letterwinners, including four of
six from the 1987 starting line-up. Even with the loss of two-time
first-team All-MAC standout Jo Lynn Williamson, the team started
off in the right direction.
They gained revenge on a Michigan Wolverine team at home that

And again, another player came off the bench. This time it was
junior backcourt specialist Karin Turain.
With half of the starters now from the bench, it is easy to see why
they haven't won. But all the blame cannot go to Schiller, Russell
and Turain. Circumstances, they have done an adequate job.
What has hindered the threesome's ability to play to the best of
their ability is that only one is playing in her natural position.

Host an exchange student.

Mets win close game

The Interfraternity Council would
like to congratulate the following
fraternities on their Scholarship
awards:
IFC MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPNMENT AWARD - EX
CLAYTON G. KOHL FRATERNITY
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD AXA
MOST IMPROVED SCHOLARSHIP KA*
HIGHEST G.P.A. CHAPTER AWARD AXA

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Gary
Carter's bloop double to center
field with two outs in the ninth
inning scored two runs and gave
New York a dramatic 3-2 victory
over Los Angeles Tuesday night
and 1-0 lead in the National

League playoffs.
The Mets had been shut out for
eight innings by Dodger starter
Orel Hershiser, who came into
the game off a record streak of
59 consecutive scoreless innings.

Schiller is playing her regular spot, but Russell is on the opposite
side than she's used to and Turain is playing an outside attacker instead of in the backcourt.
But the fact remains that the season is not quite half over and the
Falcons have already lost more matches this year than they did all
of last season.
Granted, having three key players out in any starting line up can
definitely have an adverse effect on a team's performance. But with
the same line-up starting five or six matches ui a row, shouldn't BG
be able to win.
Well, the Falcons have won with their current line-up (Sunday
against Syracuse), and if they start playing and forget about the injuries, more wins could be in the future.
Realistically, the Falcons could remain in contention for the MAC
title. The only stipulation is that they lose no more MAC contests.
In 1967, three teams (Ball State, Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan ) had 5-3 records going into the MAC Tournament. If BG wins
the rest of its matches in the conference, they could possibly go to
the tourney.
The problem, as always, is Western Michigan.
BG has never beaten the Broncos, which have won 85 consecutive
MAC matches. Western Michigan hosts the Falcons Oct. 21 in Read
Fieldhouse. However, by the time the Falcons play in Kalamazoo,
Mich., they are supposed to have Fella, Williams and Mika back in
the line-up.
They also have one win up on the Broncos. Both played Notre
Dame, but the Falcons were the only team to come away victorious.
So, in essence, the outlook for the Falcons volleyball season is really not looking as grim as one might think.
Amy Cole is a sports reporter for The BG News.

Bengals are now
team to beat in NFL
CINCINNATI lAP) - The swallow that and get right
only thing the Cincinnati back to work every day and
Bengals have lost this season maintain that level.
is the element of surprise.
"Actually the level has to
The Bengals, one of the continue to improve, because
NFL's worst teams last year if you just stay at the level of
with a 4-11 record, are the wherever you are and the
only unbeaten team in the other teams gear up even
league after five weeks. more to play against you,
Coach Sam Wyche is sure the sooner or fater you get
rest of the league has taken knocked off."
notice.
The Bengals have avoided
Wyche is telling the Beng- all the things that turned good
als this week they need to be efforts into wrenching losses
prepared for an emotional last season. The defense has
opponent every week as improved, stopping oppoteams try for the honor of nents in the closing minutes
beating the last unbeaten to pull out victories In each of
team.
the Bengals' first four games.
His message: being on top The offense has avoided
is tough.
fourth-quarter breakdowns.
"If you put it on a little big- And the special teams hager scale, look at the Super ven't given away points.
Bowl champions each year,"
However, Wyche isn't yet
Wyche said. "They come ready to call the Bengals a
back and they have a heck of dominating team this year.
a time getting themselves He's content to settle for
back on track and winning "good."
because everyone's geared
"I think a good team can
up to play them, the spot- win like we're winning, but
light's on them, they're being they have to play their veryr
told how good they are, they - best ball," Wyche said. l
re getting all the complimen- think we were — lucky is not
tary things that go with suc- the word — but I think we
were fortunate that our decess.
fense came up with big plays
"On a mini-scale, that's at the right times and got us
what will be happening with out of a few early games with
this club as time goes on. wins when our offense wasn't
They're going to hear how hitting on all cylinders, our
good they are — and they are special teams weren't hitting
good — but they've got to on all cylinders.

Now You Can Curl
Your Hair Without
Putting A Crimp
In Your Budaet

It's easy with the Fiesta Fall Perm Sale!
During the month of October
you can save $10 on two of
our best Zotos perms! No
matter what look you want,
curls, waves or just a little
more body, with Popular Demand® or Warm and Gentle®
Zotos Perms you'll always

get the look you love! Stop by
any of our convenient locations soon. You never need
an appointment-just walk in,
and Save!
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Laxers respond to
'shock' in time to
post win over UT
by John Henderson
sports reporter

When a team receives a shock at the beginning of a game, it
can do one of two things: wake them for the contest or make
them fold.
The Bowling Green club lacrosse team received this treatment last Saturday when the University of Toledo's club lacrosse team took the opening faceoff and marched down the
field en route to the game's first score.
But the slap in the face only served to inspire the Falcons as
they scored the next three goals and went on to dominate the
Rockets, 11-7, at the Business Administration field.
' 'That first goal woke us up and kind of got our butts in gear,"
Morgan Sullivan, captain of the squad, said. "After that, we
took control. The goal by Toledo was the best thing that could
have happened to us because we were taking them too lightly."
Bowling Green was led by Geoff Knapp, who had four goals
and two assists, Blake Kneedlerlthree goals,one assist), and
Sullivan (two goals I.
"Our attack was very balanced," Sullivan said. "We moved
downfield and then used cutting and feeding techniques to set
up our goals. The defense controlled them, set up, and then got
the ball to our offense."
" The midfielders played a typical, solid game. They outhustled UT's midfielders and set the tempo for our offense" he added.
BG was also extremely physical, outhitting Toledo throughout the entire contest while staying virtually penalty-free.
Sullivan was also happy that the easy victory enabled the reserves to see some action. "The rookies did an outstanding
job," he said. "They got extensive playing time and responded
very well."
After polishing up with Toledo, Sullivan hopes his team is
ready for this weekend's tough challenge at rival Miami.
"It's Miami's homecoming and the game is on artificial turf,
so I hope we're ready," he said.
Will revenge be a factor for the Falcons Saturday at Oxford?
"This is a very meaningful game to us because Miami beat
us here in overtime last year," Sullivan said. "They're the
other superior team in Ohio along with us, so this is a big one."

Reds1 GM Cook says
'don't blame Davis*

Tyson checked by doctors
Psychiatrist sights no mental abnormalties
NEW YORK (AP) - Undisputed heavyweight champion
Mike Tyson is not, and has never
been, a manic depressive, a
Kychiatrist said after examing the fighter on Tuesday.
Dr. Abraham Halpern, the
chairman of the psychiatry department of United Hospital at
Port Chester, N.Y., said Tyson
"showed no sign of abnormality.
He had no delusionary ideas."
Tyson has been besieged by
personal problems since Knocking out Michael Spinks in his last
title defense in June.
After an p.uto accident last
month at Cstskill, N.Y., Tyson
was evaluated by Dr. Henry
McCurtis at the urging of the
fighter's wife, Robin Givens,
and mother-in-law, Ruth Roper.
McCurtis, a psychiatrist, diagnosed Tyson as a manic depressive and lithium carbonate was
prescribed.
Halpern said on Tuesday that
he had spoken to McCurtis, who
denied making that diagnosis.
"Dr. McCurtis used the expression 'mood regulatory prob-

lems.' There's something in
that," Halpern said, describing
the fighter's frame of mind as
"most of the time within the
range of normal. He's under
more pressure than most of us."
Halpern, also a professor at
New York Medical College, examined Tyson about noon on
Tuesday.
"He seemed a little under tension. He was uncomfortable
talking to a psychiatrist he had
never seen before."
Halpern said the best thing for
Tyson would be to get back into
the ring.
Halpern's examination came
at the urging of Bill Cayton, Tyson's manager.
Tyson, 22, seemed to have
everything going for him after
his first-round knockout of
Spinks, but has had little to
cheer about since.
The latest incident was a
heated argument Sunday morning with Givens in the couple's
mansion at Bernardsville, N. J.
Tyson reportedly hurled a sugar bowl and chairs through

windows during a fit of anger
apparently sparked by interviews given to Barbara Walters
by Givens and Roper on ABC's
"20-20."
Police said they handled the
incident involving Tyson and
Givens, a star on the television
show "Head of the Class," like
any other domestic case and, as
far as they are concerned, the
matter is closed.
"This is a domestic violence
incident not unlike many others,
except for the fact that it involves a public figure," Bernardsville Police Chief Thomas
J. Sciaretta said during a news
conference Monday.
Sciaretta, revealing few details, said no one was injured or
arrested and that Givens did not
want to sign a domestic violence
complaint.
Tyson, who married Givens
eight months ago, told the New
York Daily News, "I'm hurt because I'm in love," but added
that he is in no hurry to see Givens, currently filming in California.

Brown's Bolden adds depth
BEREA,(AP) — Rickey Bolden
woke up with an aching body
Monday morning. It's the best
he's felt all year.
"I told my wife, it really feels
good to wake up sore," said Bolden, who got his first significant
Slaying time of the season in the
leveland Browns' 23-9 victory
Sunday at Pittsburgh.
Bolden spelled left tackle Paul
Farren for the second and fourth
quarters of the game. Farren
had held the job full time for the
Browns' first four games, but
Coach Marty Schottenheimer
says Bolden will probably be
getting more work to make certain he stays sharp.
"He talked to me about that
last week," Bolden said. "He
said I'd play the second and
fourth quarters against Pittsburgh. I had fun out there. I felt I
played pretty well. I'd knock a
guy down and then I'd get up and

just smile."
Sitting on the bench has been
more painful than enduring the
bruises that come with playing,
Bolden said. He's been considered a starter for several
years, but a series of injuries
have kept him from establishing
himself.

and twisted ankle kept him from
beating out Farren. Still, he said
he didn't feel any undue pressure to perform once he got in
the game Sunday.
"Ididn't go out there on a mission," Bolden said. "I just went
out to beat my opponent, and I
feel I did a decent job with that."

"When you get used to being a
starter, it's depressing to not
play," he said. "But I really
don't feel like I have a right to
question the coach's decisions. I
just do what I'm told. I think our
line was good the way it was."
A fourth-round draft choice
out of Southern Methodist in
1984, Bolden was a blocking tight
end who was converted to the
offensive line in 1985. A broken
arm, however, cut short his 1986
season, and a broken ankle sidelined him for much of 1987.
This summer, a broken thumb

The rotation of Bolden and
Farren seemed to help the
Browns' line, which paved the
way for 168 yards rushing.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincin- League leaders in six categornati Reds slugger Eric Davis ies : 26 home runs, 93 runs batted
says it isn't fair to blame him for in, 35 stolen bases, .363 on-base
the Reds' lack of consistency in percentage, .489 slugging percentage and 21 game-winning
1988, and his boss agrees.
"Eric is our big guy," Reds runs batted in.
B.G.' s Tan & Fitness Center!
He ended the season hitting
general manager Murray Cook
said of his center fielder. "He is .273, 50 points higher than his
"Bowling Green Students #1
our hammer, and without him, average June 1.
Alternative for Fitness and Tanning"
In 1987, Davis batted .293 with
there's no doubt we're a
different team. Because of that, 37 homers, 100 RBI and 50 stolen
1 YEAR MEMBERSHIP
people are going to take potshots bases.
He said the Reds need another
at him. But it's unfair. He does a
ONLY $99.00
lot more for this team than he is clutch hitter if they hope to win
the division in 1969.
given credit for."
No Other Coupon Good With This Offer.
"To be honest with you, I don't
Davis. 26, whose performance
Expires 10122/88
fell off this season after a strong think we can win without anseason in 1987, also said he re- other clutch hitter," Davis said.
• sanitation is our #1 priority •
sented the unsupported allega- "Nick Esasky did a good job
172 S. MAIN STREET
tions that he might have been us- when he was hitting behind me f-BowlIng
352 TANS
Gr««n. Ohio 43402
ing drugs. He stopped talking to and Paul (O'Neill) did an excepreporters at mid-season after a tional job at times."
story to that effect was publish.Woodsy Owl for.
ed.
HURRY! ENDS SOON!
' Clean Water "
Breaking his silence this
week, Davis said he thinks the
Reds need to acquire another
proven power hitter to back him
up in the lineup. He said he
wasn't bothered by rumors durNIGHTLY AT 7:15 ft 9:30 P.M.
ing the season that the Reds
were looking to trade him.
"The trade rumors never
bothered me," Davis told The
Cincinnati Enquirer in an interview published Tuesday.
FRENCH HORN
. TUBA
TROMBONE .
"That's part of baseball... The
drug rumors hurt because I had
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
worked so hard to establish my
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY
reputation. Do you know that I
am involved in two 'Just Say No'
AND CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS.
programs, one here and one in
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING
Los Angeles?
IN ONE OF THESE ENSEMBLES, CONTACT:
"To nave someone say something like that strictly on specuUNIVERSITY BANDS
lation, it hurt. It hurt my fami1010 MUSICAL ARTS
ly," Davis said. "I can deal with
the ups and downs of the game,
372-2186
but that hurt me, personally. My
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO I I 11
wife, my mother and father had
to deal with it. They had to anORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SUNDAY, OCT. 9
swer questions."
7:30 P.M. ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING, OR
The Reds finished 1988 second
CALL THE ABOVE PHONE. CREDIT AVAILABLE.
in the National League West, for
NON-MUSIC MAJORS WELCOME IN ANY BAND!
the fourth straight year under
manager Pete Rose. Davis endCLARINET
PERCUSSION
FLUTE
ed the year among the National
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Big Ten
wants ties
decided
CHICAGO (AP) — Big
Ten coaches said Tuesday
they favor legislation that
would introduce a tiebreaking system in college
football, saying nobody
likes games that end in a
tie.
During their weekly
telephone hookup interview, most of the coaches
said they favored the
system used in the
National Football League
where there is sudden
death but no more than a
fifth quarter played.
"I've always been in
favor of a tie-breaker,"
said Hayden Fry, whose
Iowa Hawkeyes played to a
10-10 tie against Michigan
State on Saturday. "It
would add excitement and
determine the winner. I
have never gone for a tie.
"Any system, even the
one the pros have, would
be acceptable."
Michigan State's George
Perles also supported the
NFL-style tie-breaker.
"I think it would bring a
spark to college football,"
Perles said. "The networks, the fans, the conferences all would like it.
Most people like to put it on
the line, win or lose."
It is too early to determine whether the 10-10 tie
with Iowa will affect the
conference championship,
Perles said.

UniGraphics
■■■^S^B^aBHBHIH ■ Univ.r.«« Gre>0~< IMISICVKII

Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs.

• Resumes

• LaserWriter output

• Full-service computerized
graphic arts camera

• Convert your word processing
disk to typeset quality output

• Design and or typeset any
job, large or small

• Convert Mocintosh' to
PC files and vice versa

Co* us for further information
211 West Holl

wand

TRY A HELPING Of OPPORTUNITY'.

■vioNcir*,
RIGHT
NOW!
Equal Opportunity Employ*' MFHV

Starting Rate $3.80
Full & Part-Time Positions NOW OPEN.
• Flexible Hours to fit your schedule.
• Enjoy the best benefits package available.
• Come meet our friendly team.
1272 N. Main Street
352-2877
1570 E. Wooster Street
352-4461

Where

COUNT

ALSO DON'T MISS
Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Pep Rally/Bon Fire at College Park
Featuring major prize giveaway
Saturday 10:00 p.m.
Campus Parade (Starts at Ice Arena)
Floats, Mascots, and More !

372-7418

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • rrGsAECOMeNG FESTIVITIES ■ ■
MOVIES
TUES-' 'Tin Buddy Molly Story'-210 MSC
WED- FOOTLOOSE •210 MATH SCIENCE
THURS JAILHOUSE ROCK
OISH FILM
THEATRE
ALL MOVIES BEGIN AT 9 00 PM
ALL MOVIES ARE FREE TO ALL
SOUNDTRACKS WILL BE GIVEN A6 A PRIZE
IN A FREE HOMECOMING RAFFLE. COME TO
THE MOVIE TO ENTER
TEACH-IN
Noon today, Union Oval
Laam about what pesticides
ara doing to farm workars
and to you!

lO

Attention All Art Therapy Meiora:
The Student Art Therapy Association
meets every Wednesday at 7 30 PM
at room 105 F A Al are welcome'
BG COUNCIL Of TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
MAKE IT a TAKE IT WORKSHOP
Wednesday. October 5. 7 00 pm
133 5 140 Lite Science
$1.0O-membera, $4 50-non-memoers

GREAT PACIFISTS FILM SERIES
The Nova special on Einstein followed by Craig
Hergen speaking on Einstein, the Pacifist Tonight. 8 PM 115 Education. Free and open to
the public Sponsored by The Peace Coalition

"...we will confront and roalat, with all our
atrenth. tha scourge of poJaona that Ihreetani our people and our land and our food."
—Cesar Chavez
Support tha Fait Wad. Oct. S

LACROSSE LACROSSE LACROSSE
ONLY I 1 DAYS LEFT UNTIL THE OHIO
CHAMPIONSHIPS BE PART OF THE MID
WEST BEST BY SUPPORTING YOUR FALCON
LAXERS
FANS FANS FANS

DUKAKIS and BENTSEN'«•
DUKAKIS and BENTSEN'U
Tha BGSU CAMPUS DEMOCRATS will ham
their weekly moating:
TONIGHT WEDNESDAY OCT. 5, 1988
ROOM 1007 BA ADDITION

LATINO STUDENT UNION
General Meeting • Thursday 7 00 PM
Second Floor Student Services

HIM

Lai's watch Dan Ouayla gat toaatad In tha VP
Debate
•••ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM
ACM'"
Attention ACM mambar■ and non-members:
ACM is meeting tonight at 8:00 PM In Room
200 m Moaeley Hall. This wa be an mlormative
meeting so your attendance is recommended
••■ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM

MM*"

'• PEACE COALITION MEETING"■
9:30 PM tonight 115 Education
We don't luetwlah
lor peace
• "We wort toe HI"
• "Sao "The Wrath of Grapea
Learn more about the pesticides on the grapes
you eat-and about what it's doing to (arm
workers
1 30. 2 30. 3.30 PM showings
of 20 minute turn
UCF Center 313 Thurslin at Ridge

RACOUETBALL CLUB
Meeting tonight at 8 45 Student Rec Center
Proper ID required Information about tournaments.
Resident Student Association
General Assembly Meeting
Every Wednesday
7 30 PM 1001 BAAnne«
Don't be puzzled, come get al the pieces

•Attention Greeks'
Emerging Leaders workshop participant and
peer mentor applications are due on Friday,
Oct. 7 In 42S Student Services. Don't mlaa
this chance!

YEC
DON'T FORGET' THE YOUNG EXECUTIVE
CLUB MEETS EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT.
7 30 PM IN 112 BA START YOUR FUTURE
TODAY!
YEC

L*R

i; + K
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LOST & FOUND
FREE 4 nice cats dumped at our country
house Take 1 or all Call 686-5835 after 5 30

LOST Gold Bracelet Lost at Intramural Fields
(Ice Arena) last week If found, Please call
353-6054 Thanks'

U<i>K

352-5042

• Attention StudentsIs your roo strange or unusual? We'd like to hear
about it Can The Key al 372-8088 Ask lor
Amanda or Janet

HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For all your shipping needs
Federal Express, UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 3S2-S042

•GAMMA PHI BETA ■ GAMMA PHI BETACrescent Uttle ERIN CLANCY' have a super
day'Love. Knsta Sue
■GAMMA PHI BETA ■ GAMMA PHI BETA"

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWUNG GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

•RobHorbelyOo you remember
Peanut butter and lely. speeding tickets and
wrong exits (distracted??) .run-ins withhthe
rangers ("I never heard that response belore" I Joe Welsh ..Led Zeppelin (God. I'd
like to ') and the list goes on1 Hope there are
many more memories to come'
Happy B-day to my Bestest Buddy'
Loveya'
Terrl

Tune Into Bowling Green's SPORTS leader
SATUROAY for LIVE MAC FOOTBALL
Ohio vs BG. onWBGUFM
1:00 PREGAME, 1 30 KICKOFF
■It FM WBGU

• SIGMA NU'SKJMANU •
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
TOPIC: WHAT TOOK SO LONG?
QUOTE: FIND SOMETHING YOU UKE
WHERE IS: SHE!
MEETING 10:00 AT MARKS
•SIGMA NU-SIGMA NU-

PERSONALS

352 2818 anytime

i;*E

£*E

E* E

E*E

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

353-WAVE

"ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS"
Interested in conducting your own research
protects? The BGSU Alumni Association and
Research Services Office would like to help you
out. HURRY. Deadline for applications is October 14, 1988' Contact Barbara Peck
372-7714 m the Research Services Office for
more information
• ADPi" Scholarship • ADPI • Scholarship •
HIGHEST SORORITY PLEDGE CLASS AVERAGE
Congratulations Alpha Deris!

ALPHA PHI PLEDGES
Great fob on quarter race!
We couldn't have done It without you.
Love, The Actives
Alpha XI Delta
Jallbreak
Alpha XI Delta
Jallbreak
Coming Soon

AXO PLEDGES'
WHAT A GREAT SNEAK WE HAD-KEEP
PRACTICING FOR OUR SINGING DEBUT'
BGSU RACOUETBALL CLUB
Kent State Tournament Sat All members wetcome. Party on Friday-lor more Information
contact on of the executives

Bowling Green's Newest Sorority
Alpha Omicron PI
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
STUDENTS
WANT TO KNOW WHAT COURSES REMAIN
TO
BE COMPLETED FOR GRADUATION?
A computerized audit haa been prepared for
you (except transfer students! and can be
picked up In the Business Administration 2nd
floor Student Lounge during the times posted
Advisors wHI expect to see your audit when you
meet with them before advanced registration.
so check the times posted and pick up your audit today' Advanced registration begins October 3rd

Congratulations to Mike Clfne on your
recent lavalwrng to Meghan Oberl
Phi Alpha
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsllon

•••••LADIES
If you LOVE the scent ol fine PERFUME at
wholesale prices we have the deal for you! Can
MARK 372-124J or BILL 353-3603 lor sampling
and prices CALLNOWIM

Cor
You know and I know today a Sissy-Nay's
Birthday so get on out tonight and have a good
or time. Happy B-day
Brother Jimmy

Auditions for
Lite In the Dark

'Week Day Specials"■■■■■■ ■■■I
■
|

ANY

fleq 16

Good Mon- Thurc

Onlu

$e 25
LUTH

■

one new

Extra Hems'! 25 each !

Sa#

Rec, 15 LuTTH

nNVON€IT«rl
Extra Items 75- each

P&S*1lie*

ESE

E♦E

Organizations Directory Available
The 1988 Fal Edition ol the Student Organizations Directory is available m Ihe Office of Student Activities a Orientation. Room 405 of the
Student Services Building

Puzzled about what's going on on Campus?
Join us, the Resident Student Association
Every Wednesday 7 30 PM In 1001 BA Annex
Come heap put the pieces together'
ROB LOWE
• PHOTOS •
ROB LOWE
COLOR and B a W
Gary 353-4574
SKI CLUB
Meeting Tonne
070 Overman 7:30 PM
Welcome prospective members'
SPANISH CLUB
Meeting Tonite
7:00 PM 211 South Hall. Wanna B more Involved, B an officer: elections held tonite.
Bring In those creative drawings for the
T-shirt contest!! Culture nlte: 2 gueat
speakers. Blenvenldosl!

SPRINQBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
50 FT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 $436 PP 7 DAYS
1 -800-999-7246
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP S CRUISE FREE
SWEET TALK ON SWEETEST DAY
FROM THE ALPHA PHIS
COMING SOON"
The Interfratemlty Council would ake to extend
s warm welcome to the newest fraternity. PM
Sigma Kappa, and the newest soronty. Alpha
Omicron PI.
To our Phi Sig Coaches Pat and Kety
Thanks tor al the time and hard work you have
put In helping ua with the tournament You're
super great!
Love, the ADPi a
To the Kappa Kappa Gamma flag lootbal
teem: We had a great time coaching you-You
a were awesome'Thanks lor everything
Your Coaches

V Reg 10 UJTH
ANY Of* ITEM
Extra Hems 50' each

free Delivery

Free Delivery

OPt* 4 00 P M
Oh* COUPON PW PIZZR

OPEN 4 00PM
ONC- COUPON PtB PIZZR

OPEN 4 00PM
Of* COUPON PW PIZZR

Female roommate needed for spring semester
St 40 a month - CHI 352 6728 after 3 PM
Needed. One male non-smoking roommate
724 S Cnaegeapt 21
$140permo 352-6722
Wanted
1 roommate lor this semester
S112 50 a month plus util
Can Craig
364-6028
Wanted Ride home to Cincinnati and back this
weekend W* pay $15 Cal Katharine 2-5737

HELP WANTED
A good way to earn money for the upcoming
hoaday season Highly motivated energetic individual to fa warier, waitress, floor walker a cashier positions at high energy nightclub Car
pooling available Good way to earn extra
money. Apply at Buttons Tues. thru Sun. after
8 30 PM
College Student to watch 3 active boys two
evenings a week Ages 5. 10 4 12 Prefer own
transportation Minorities encouraged to cal
Must have 3 references Start date approx
10-10-88 NeerBGSU Can353-7727
Companies ere looking for C.S. and MIS
majors tor Spring foba. Earn $ 1,000 to $1,500
a month. Beet the surrmer rush to make
money and gain practlial experience. Call
Carol at 972-2452 or stop by the Coop Program, 238 Admin Bldg.
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men 1 Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wa be accepting applies
lions for apprenticeship from November 7,
1966 through November 18. 1986. Applications will be available at the Apprenticeship
Training Center, 803 Lime City Road, Rosslord. Ohio (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. II you are
at least 18 years of age. have successfuly
completed one year ol high school algebra or a
post high school algebra course, have a high
school diploma or GED and are In good health.
you quality to apply for said Program YOU
MUST APPLY IN PERSON. Recruitment, selection, employment and training ol apprentices la
done without discrimination due to race, rail
gion. color, rational origin or sex
EXCELLENT PART TIME MONEY. 01STRIB
UTE ADVERTISING SURVEY. APPLY PIF
Research, 129 Boles. Fayettevae. AR 72701
FRAGRANCE MODEL
For Local Department Stores
Part-time
Cal Collect - Trudy
(218)238-8826
Get Your Foot in the Doori PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the interviews
Don't take chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT
Kmkos 354-3977
GOVERNMENT JOBS' $18,037 to $69,405
immediate Hiring! Your area Cal (refundable)
1 518-459-361 1 EXT Ft 5354 for Federal Uet
24HRS
Help Wanted Student to do yardwork
352-8575
Help Wanted Student to do light housework
352-8575
OVERSEAS JOBS ..Summer, yr
round,
Europe. S Amer . Australia. Asia an liekta
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing, tree into Write
UC, PO Box 52-OH03 Coronado Del Mar. CA
92625
Person to watch 2 toddlers in my home 15
mies west of BG MWF Days 1 748 8753
Eves.
Personnel Research Assistance Part lime, hex
Me hours between 8 AM and 1 PM in Perrysuburg $600 per hr PLUS BONUS Graduate
Level In Organizational Behavior or Business
preferred. Call for appointment
(419)874-8982 Cheney and Associates
RESORT HOTELS. Cruiseanes. Airlines, $
Amusement Parks. NOW accepting appkea
ttons for summer jobs internships, and career
positions For more Information and an appkea
tion write National Collegiate Recreation Ser
vice. PO Box 8074. Hilton Head SC 29938
SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTER-ESCORT
Energetic person, M-F. to take stgn-ups lor our
FLORIDA tours We furnish al materials lor a
sucesatul promotion Good PAY and FUN Cal
CAMPUS MARKETING at 1-800-777-2270

FOR SALE
'74 Mustang II Looks great! Runs great' $ 1500
negotiable Cal Mark at 353-3839

1960 Chevy Citation 94,000 mi . runs
excesYtnt. body In good condition Asking $500
354-2428
83 CAMARO MINT' AUTO. PS. PB. HATCH
ROOF. KENWOOD STEREO, SECURITY
51,000 Ml MUST SELL NOW! TUITION IS
DUE. $4500 0 bo 372-8736

84 ENCORE, 5 speed. AM-FM. new tires a
exhaust, 35 mpg. reksble. no rust, under
$2000. 372-7885

ELECTRIC STOVE. SUNRAY. USED LESS
THAN 1 YR$100 CALL 2-2268 OR AFTER 6
362-8803

DAVID HARRIS
I Lf/JlR> (HBlThQer
A asrrer ux* AT
TVVVS 3ewr*u
Oil- cenuJ' MbA
CAB AM I OO/rSJFFjfl
HSr/UlDdACK

f 140 a month, own room
Male or female
Call 353-2015

WHAT'S NEW IN PROUT?

WILL CRAIG HERQERT SHOW UP? TUNE IN
TONIGHT TO THE MONDAY RAQ RADIO
SHOW....ON WEDNESDAY, TONIGHT BECAUSE YOUR GUESS IS S QOOO AS OURS!
TONIGHT AT 10 ON BOWLING GREEN'S
ALTERNATIVE WBGU

SOCKDV

WANTED

ASTEROIDS ARCADE SYTLE VIDEO
MACHINE 2 PLAYER, COIN OPERATEDWfTHKEYS FULLY OPERATIONAL $150 OR
3 FOOD BOOKS 353-4771

WHAT'S NEW IN PROUT?

Free Delivery,

October 5,1988

Tune into Bowling Greens SPORTS leader
SATURDAY lor LIVE MAC FOOTBALL
Ohtovs BG onWBGUFM
1 00 PREQAME. 1 30 KICKOFF
•6.1 FM WBQU

jQCPIR€S 10/13/88|GCPIR6S 10/13/88 JeCPIR€5 10/13/88

Al Cervello
Mark Hanley
Andrew Hansen
Eric Crider
Todd Proa
Chris Lienhart
Jamie Pesch
Matt Gorman
Chris Duperow
ESE

October 14....
A night you'll want
to spend In jail!

$0 23

352-5166

I

No! only the ADPI House Mom. but Alpha GamPhi Sig tourney queen too'
BETH DUDLEY, YOU ARE AMAZING

Good Mon- Thurs
Or*,

352-5166

352-5166

S4>E

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS AND
STOREKEEPERS NEEDED PICK UP REFER
RAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY
BY OCT 24 IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER

Bowling Green's Newest Fraternity
Fill Sigma Kappa

FA8T FOR LIFEI
Support the United Farm Workers'
Fast on Wed Oct 5
Teach-in, noon, Union Oval

aT

E»E

HSA PRESENTS
STEVE MILLER FROM THE NW OHIO NUCLEAR ARMS FREEZE CAMPAIGN TONITE
AT 6:00 PM IN 330 MATH-SCIENCE
THERE WILL BE A SLIDE PRESENTATION
BASED ON THE THEME "WHAT IF A IMEGATON NUCLEAR WARHEAD HIT TOLEDO" DISCUSSION WILL FOLLOW
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL!!

Bonnie and Emily.
Your Phi Pal dates had a great time at Dawn
Dance Sorry about the hurricane' We love you
both
Steve and Jim

GRAPES YOU BUY IN BOWLING GREEN
CONTAIN PESTICIDES!
DON'T BUY THEMi
SUPPORT FARMWORKERS-BOYCOTT
GRAPES

725

L*F.

HSA PRESENTS....
STEVE MILLER FROM THE NW OHIO NUCLEAR ARMS FREEZE CAMPAIGN TONITE
AT 8:00 PM IN 330 MATH SCIENCE.
THERE WILL BE A SLIDE PRESENTATION
BASED ON THE THEME "WHAT IF A IMEGATON NUCLEAR WARHEAD HIT TOLE
DO" DISCUSSION WILL FOLLOW
FREE AND OPEN TO ALLII

KlmKappef
Your AXO Pledge Class thanks you tor planning
a SUPER SNEAK!

Did you know that these chemical pesticides
Captan. Methyl Bromide, Phosdrm. parathion
and Dinoseb are on the grapes that you eat?
BOYCOTT GRAPES

$

J-.S.F.

HAVE ARTISTIC TALENT?
ENTER THE HOMECOMING ART SHOW! ENTRY FORMS S INFO AT OFF CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER. 1108 MOSELEY HALL OR
THROUGH THE ART DEPT. ENTRY DEADLINE
THURS . OCT 6 BY 5 00 PM

Alpha Gamma Delta
Thanks for having us to dinner. We al had a
great time!
The Brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa

SCOTT BROWN
Thank you so much lor making Thurs. so special It couldn't have been any more perfect! I'm
glad things are starting to get Defter-I've mused you!
143 Always—Jacquie

Good Mon-Thurs
Onkj

Tom Lickhart
Scott Silknetter
Eric Evanko
Bryon Speakman
Sean O'Conner
Dan Mickleson
Mark Gross
Rob Terres
Bill Gephardt

Good Luck Undergraduate Alumni
Association Homecoming Queens
Oenlae Shaulls
Joyce atouflman
We're behind you 100 %'
Love, your feeow UAAers!

KD * Amy Anderson ' KD
For almost a week you would not let me know
Only giving me dues to where I should go.
Then st Big Hunt, with the last ticks of time. I
lound the Best Big surety was mme Love, Your
KD Ul Michelle

"Phi Sigma Kappa"
John. Scott. Troy and Kevin.
We partied and practiced all day long with you 4
as coaches nothing could go wrong Thank you
for a great time. And Good Luck this year'!
Love,
The DZ lootbal Mam

would like to welcome the following
new actives and pledges to the
House with the Heart
ACTIVES

PLEDGES

From fryers and forms to newsletters and letterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper' See us tor all your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kinko's 354-397 7

-SIGMA NU • SIGMA NU'
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU WOULD UKE
TO CONGRATULATE TODD DILGARD FOR
BEING CHOSEN BROTHER OF THE WEEK!
•SIGMA NU" SIGMA NU-

TEACH-IN today'
noon. Union Oval
FAST-BOYCOTT GRAPES-FAST-BOYCOTT

Rick Coberly
Pete Fray
John Montgomery
Craig Winn
E. Scott Nix
Phil Mercio
John Banner/man
Jammie LaPierre
Brian Bargar
Keith Walsh
Dave Peck
Keith Binnie
James Harris

ESCAPE FROM THE RIQORS OF SCHOOLWORK FOR A HALF AN HOUR OF TOTAL IRRELEVANCY, SATIRE AND LUNACY...
THE MONDAY RAQ RADIO SHOW. ON
WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 10. ONLY ON BOWLINQ GREEN'S ALTERNATIVE 68 I FM WBGU

THE WAVE

LOST Male neutered shepherd mix, black face
and black 1 silver body REWARD Call
SUBSTANTIAL I REWARD FOR RETURN NO
QUESTIONS ASKED OF A TRAY OF TOOLS
IMOSTLY METRIC! LEFT IN THE PARKING
LOT NEXT TO OFFENHAUER TOWERS
353 3065 (LEAVE MESSAGE!

Attention LSU Members'
Hispanic Leadership Conference
Meeting on Thursday at 7 00 PM
2nd Floor Student Services

For aH your typing needs
A-Z Data Center

SOFT ROCK CAFE
is sponsoring a Happy Hours lor Spanish Honor
Society. Spanish Club, and al other interested
parties
The Russian Club la showing Repentance Oct
5th at 9 00 PM m MAC 69 Everyone is welcome

• • 'BOSU POMMERETTES- ■ ■
You foxy ladles' Get psyched for the BONFIRE
tomorrow nlte! This is the start of an AWESOME Season! Good Luck, we love you guys!
Sharon O.. Lease C . and Dawn T.
•••OOFOBITlr"

Attention College Students
Need reports, essays, or resumes typed or
stored on disk? Can Diana Wason 354-8159
between 8 AM and 5 PM M-Sat

135 and a half E Court

Tune into Bowling Green's SPORTS leader
SATURDAY lor LIVE MAC FOOTBALL
Ohtovs BG onWBGUFM
1 OOPREGAME. 1 30 KICKOFF
88.1 FM WBQU

ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COME TO THE O S E A WORKSHOP
A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS
NOV 5 (SAT | 10 00 AM ■ 4 I 5 PM
VARIETY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL TOPICS
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3-OCT 24
SEA YOU THERE

•••Human*"'
far
tile In The Dark
A New Musical Theatre Production
MMAC Rm 2008. 10-10 thru 10-11. 8-9:00
PM
For more Inlo . 354-2448 or 372-8842

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo. OH 258-7789

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 17. 1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 4
1988
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE

•Ad Club*
October 5. 1988 at 7 30 pm
Ohio Suite of the Union
Guest Speaker Janitr Gaulzerli
Drector. Management Training ol Rosa Ray
AOEertismg

AMA
Homecoming Raffle
Tickets at Union Oval
September 29 ■ October 6
12 30 PM to 2 30 PM
Wear your Homecoming Button and get
a tree raffle ticket!

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
115.00
UnKsraphke
211 West Hill 372-7418

Friends ol the Deal Community
Sign Language Session Tonight
Wednesday. Oct 5th. 190S
8 30 PM in 301 Education
Bring Frtondsl

D.0VS PARTIED WITH THE BEST! Our thanks
to Alpha Chi Omega, ZBT, Alpha XI Dana, Alpha Gamma Delta and the FIJI'S, for making up
the truly SENSUOUS SEVEN.

THINK FAST
"The feat e also an act of penance for all men
and women who know what Is right and just.
who know that they could do more, who have
become bystanders and thus coeaborators with
an Industry that does not care about its
workers." —Cesar Chavez
FAST WED OCT 6! FAST WED OCT. SI
THINK FAST

SERVICES OFFERED

IGNewi

FOR SALE-HUFFY GIRL S 10 SPEED BICYCLE UKE NEW CRYPTOLOCK AND TIRE
PUMP WCLUDED $75 ALSO SELLING A
COUPON BOOK $80 CALL 372-5280
FORD EXP 82 Cruise Control. Power sleermg.,AM-FM tspe. AC, clean inferior, 85 en
glneMUSTSELL $1476. Cal. 353-7129
Quad acoustic guitar-model D-50 Approx. 15
yra. old. make offer
372-2801 days,
823-3033 evea (k)oal| Barb
TANDY 1000 COMPUTER 258K HARDLY
USED$450
353-4987 OR LEAVE MESSAGE
Ultra-strength systems, amines 1 gOO etc Best
price In town. Visit O'e Herbs A Vitamins 168 S
Mam. 363-0005

FOR RENT
70S Second 91 Apt A
2 bdrm rum. apt. available ImmerJatery
Cal John Newlove Real Estate
364-2280

E♦E

DECEMBER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSON(S|
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE GREEN
APTS
1 BDRM
PLEASE CALL NOW
353-6809

